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ABSTRACT 
Hong Kong real estate market, comprising such sectors as private domestic, 
private office, private commercial and private flatted factory, is cyclic in certain 
sectors and in certain variables. Only absorption and vacancy in private office sector, 
and vacancy in private commercial sector have cycles. Variables such as vacancy, 
GDP/other employment indicators, growth of GDP/other employment indicators, 
rental index, lagged stocks, cost of owning units/space are taken into consideration as 
whether they affect desired demand and new supply. Furthermore, the paper explores 
the mechanism of Hong Kong real estate market by using completion sensitivity tests 
and absorption sensitivity tests and predicts the future five-year trends of absorption, 
completion and vacancy in each sector ofHong Kong real estate industry. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In Hong Kong real estate industry, demand for housing units and space is 
driven by such factors as political events^ household income^ and real interest rate^ 
(W.L. Chou and Y.C. Shih, 1995). Supply for housing units and space is largely 
constrained by large developers. As in other countries, Hong Kong real estates are 
durable and heterogeneous in nature. Durability leads researchers to focus on existing 
stock rather than newly constructed stock. Heterogeneity applies in Hong Kong real 
estate market in such a way some sectors are classified into classes with respect to 
quality, size, design and locations. Moreover, high government involvement is also a 
characteristic of Hong Kong real estate market. Hong Kong government has 
intervened extensively in the housing sector. The main interventions include rent 
control, public housing, land sales programme and housing subsidy policy. Recent 
‘For example, Sino-British negotiation on sovereignty and Tiananmen Square incident 
affected the property market 
“Affordability ratio, that is, mortgage payment/median household income is used to measure 
the extent ofaffordability ofhousehold to buy house. But this ratio is only valid after household pay 
down payment. Often, household cannot afford to buy house because they have not enough money to 
settle down payment 
^ Low real interest rates in Hong Kong since the mid-1980s have increased the demand for 
housing 
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policies tend to advocate equality by raising the housing consumption of the poor 
through subsidies.4 Such characteristics as durability, heterogeneity and high 
government involvement combined with demand and inelastic supply draw an 
interesting picture about Hong Kong real estate industry. 
The Focus of the Paper 
The study would focus on cyclic behaviour of various real estate sectors 
including private domestic, private office, private commercial and private flatted 
factory in Hong Kong. Furthermore, variables that have significant impacts in 
affecting new supply (completion) and desired demand will be investigated. Past 
cycles in different sectors of Hong Kong real estate industry will be discussed. That 
should enable us to see real estate cycles against the background of broader 
macroeconomy. It is hoped that the future trends of new supply (completion), 
absorption and vacancy in each sector can be predicted. This paper is organised into 
following parts. In Chapter II, literature will be reviewed. Chapter III shows past 
cycles and describes the data. Chapter IV formulates the model in determining new 
supply and desired demand. Chapter V presents the estimation results and 
implications. Chapter VI shows forecasting results. Finally, conclusions are made in 
Chapter VIL 
4 For example, the adoption ofscheme to increase the housing consumption of lower income 
group includes home purchase loan scheme, home starter loan scheme, tenant purchase scheme, mixed 
development 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Regarding cyclical behaviour of real estate, studies by Maisel (1960), Richard 
Easterlin (1966), Dwight Jaffee and Kenneth Rosen (1979), Lawrence Smith (1984), 
Lawrence Smith et al. (1984), and Hendershott and Marc Smith (1985) focus on the 
long-term relationship between population change, household formation, and housing 
demand and on the endogeneity of the household headship rate in residential housing 
sector. 
Most of the post-1960 literature focuses on short cycle in housing construction 
(Grebler and Burns 1982). This cycle in building activity, which precedes the ordinary 
business cycle, has occurred eight times in the post-war period with an average 
duration of3.5 years in the United States. 
Grebler and Maisel (1963) claim that the high dependency of housing on 
mortgage credit, the nature of housing finance system which provides this mortgage 
credit, and high interest rate elasticity of new construction result in short-run 
variations in housing activities. 
In contrast, Allen Meltzer (1973) and Meltzer (1974) question the view that 
the availability of credit matters to housing. They claim that in the long mn, credit 
availability does not affect the stock of housing. One would have to agree with their 
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view that real interest rates, prices, real income and demographics are the fundamental 
long-run determinants of the stocks ofhouse. 
To sum up, this study is based on the long-run determinants in affecting 
completion (new supply) and desired demand of various sectors, not only in 
residential sector, in Hong Kong real estate market. As the impact of credit 
availability on housing stock is not clear, this paper will neglect the issue. 
A number of economists claim that housing markets are characterised by 
excess speculation during real estate market upswings. That means, the intangible 
expectations lead prices to be ahead of fundamental values. Hamilton and Schwab 
(1985), Case and Shiller (1989, 1990), Mankiw and Weil (1989), Hesios and Pesando 
(1991), Poterba (1991), and Meese and Wallace (1994) report that house price 
changes are positively correlated over time. And information on housing market 
fundamentals and past price increases can be employed to forecast future excess 
returns. In this sense, this study is based on past behaviours of variables to predict the 
cycles concerning completion, absorption and vacancy in the future. 
Wheaton (1987)'s study on National Office Market in the United States, 
leading to several conclusions, shines light on this study. The conclusions are as 
follows: 
- O v e r the period of 1960-1986, the national office market experienced three 
vacancy peaks and troughs. This cycle had a periodicity of ten years, a length too 
long to be accounted for by realistic construction lags 
- T h e office market does not seem to "clear" within a short-run period of time (e.g. 
a year). It must remain soft or tight for several years before rents change and 
supply or demand reacts 
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- T h e supply side of the market will respond to a given change in rents or vacancy 
more than will demand 
- B o t h the demand and supply of office space react to short run cyclic changes in 
the overall macroeconomy, as well as specific office market conditions 
- C u r r e n t market glut and excess vacancy are not likely to go away as rapidly as in 
the past. The reason is that the market is more overbuilt now than at previous 
vacancy peaks and that even if the economy was to show unusually strong future 
growth, supply would increase as well as demand. 
Following Wheaton, the variables will be incorporated into the model. 
Furthermore, the patterns of completion, absorption and vacancy will be investigated 
in detail. Specifically, the relationship between completion and vacancy and that 
between absorption and vacancy will be discussed later in this paper. 
Finally, a Samuelson type of second order difference equation will be adopted 
to forecast the trends related to absorption, completion and vacancy in Hong Kong 
real estate market. 
So the equation 7/ = a + bYt—� + cYt_2 is used to find out the following trends of 
absorption, completion and vacancy in Hong Kong four real estate sectors after 1997. 
In other words, the principle of acceleration applies in predicting the cyclic behaviour 
of Hong Kong real estate market. 
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CHAPTER III 
PAST CYCLES AND DATA COLLECTION 
Past Cycles 
Before displaying past cycles, some terms used in the following text need to 
be explained. 
Vacancy: This term means unoccupied units/space. Vacancies in rated 
domestic premises completed prior to each review year is made by inspecting a 3 
percent random sample of such units. Vacancies in non-domestic premises are 
reviewed by inspection 
Completion: Completion comprises those premises deemed completed by 
virtue ofthe issue of either a temporary or full occupation permit 
Take-up (absorption): This figure is arrived at by adding to the vacancy 
figures at the beginning of the year, the completions in that year, then subtracting the 
year's demolition and the year end vacancy figures 
In the following Figures 1-5, general observations are made in each market 
sector. 
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FIGURE 1 
RELATIONSHIP OF COMPLETION, ABSORPTION AND VACANCY 
IN PRIVATE DOMESTIC (SMALL/MEDIUM UNITS) MARKETS 
IN HONG KONG FROM 1980 TO 1997SW 
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FIGURE 2 
RELATIONSHIP OF COMPLETION, ABSORPTION AND VACANCY 
IN PRIVATE DOMESTIC (LARGER UNITS) MARKET IN 
HONG KONG FROM 1980 TO 1997 
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Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the general patterns of completion, absorption and 
vacancy in private domestic (small/medium units) and that in private domestic (larger 
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units) markets in Hong Kong from 1980 to 1997 respectively. Government's tight 
land-supply policy and shrinking housing production are probable reasons for the 
decline in private domestic units completions from about 30,000 units per year in the 
1980s to 18,200 units (overall private domestic sector) in 1997. 
In both figures, there are three phenomena in common. First, absorption 
reached their toughs in 1997 over the whole period. Second, vacancy remained at high 
level, especially in 1990s. These facts imply that not many people in Hong Kong 
could afford to buy private houses in 1990s compared with the situation in 1980s. 
Third, the pattem of absorption followed quite closely to that of completion. 
Private Domestic (small/medium units) 
• Vacancy and completion were at peak in the same years, 1989 and 1994 
• Initially when completion increased during 1980-1981, vacancy followed suit. 
During 1984-1989, because absorption was at high level comparatively, vacancy 
was at low-level even completion increased. But after 1989, vacancy was higher 
than completion and absorption 
Private Domestic (larger units) 
• Vacancy was at higher level compared with completion and absorption in 1980-
1997, except the case in 1987 it was lower than absorption 
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FIGURE 3 
RELATIONSHIP OF COMPLETION, ABSORPTION AND VACANCY 
IN PRIVATE OFFICE MARKET IN HONG KONG FROM 1980 TO 1997 
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Figure 3 shows that in private office market, the pattern of completion quite 
followed that of absorption over the period of 1980-1997. Vacancy hiked 800,000 
square metres in 1983 and reached a new record of 900,000 square metres in 1997. 
Vacancy after 1983 continuously fell until 1988. Since then, it rose again. Vacancy 
cycle was obviously longer than completion and absorption cycles in this sector. 
FIGURE 4 
RELATIONSHIP OF COMPLETION, ABSORPTION AND VACANCY 
IN COMMERCIAL SPACE MARKET IN HONG KONG FROM 1980 TO 1997 
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Private commercial market shown in figure 4 had vacancy that remained at 
high level over the period of 1980-1997, especially in 1984 and 1997. The pattem of 
completion quite followed that of absorption in all periods. Same as in private office 
sector, vacancy cycle was longer than completion and absorption cycles in private 
commercial sector. 
FIGURE 5 
RELATIONSHIP OF COMPLETION, ABSORPTION AND VACANCY 
IN FLATTED FACTORY MARKET IN HONG KONG FROM 1980 TO 1997 
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In flatted factory market shown in figure 5, the pattern of completion, same as 
the situation in private office sector and private commercial sector, followed that of 
absorption over the period of 1980-1997. Vacancy was out of track with completion 
and absorption and remained high in 1990s. 
Data Collection 
The measurement units are housing units in private domestic sector and 1,000 
square metres in private office, private commercial and private flatted factory sector. 
n 
To examine how the supply of units or space has behaved over the cycle, this 
study not only focuses on new supply (completions), but also explores the relationship 
between completion and stocks. Later in the study, more variables are defined in 
determining the level of completion over the period of 1980-1997. 
Since the data about new construction cannot be accurately estimated, this 
study will not incorporate the time lag between permit issuance and building 
completion into the supply side. This method is justified by the fact the large 
developers in Hong Kong can easily adjust housing land supply in response to the 
housing prices. It is more appropriate to count the exact number of completion rather 
than planned construction. All these variables are derived from Hong Kong Property 
Review 1980-1997. 
To measure the demand for units/space, GDP measure from Hong Kong 
Economic Trends 1980-1997 provides a good instrument. Hong Kong Economic 
Background 1980-1997 instead provides the data about employment in non-
manufacturing and manufacturing sectors in private commercial space and flatted 
factory markets respectively. The actual demand of housing units/space, can be 
measured as the amount of occupied units/space in each period, that is, (1- vacancy 
rate)* (the stock at the end of previous period). The net change in occupied 
units/space is equal to net absorption. 
It is assumed that units in private domestic sector are the measures of output, 
implicitly assuming all units supply the same number of units of housing services. In 
other words, the ownership of units in private domestic market is emphasised. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MODELLING THE REAL ESTATE MARKET 
In figure 1 (private domestic — small/medium units) and figure 2 (private 
domestic — larger units), 1997 signified the year of slump in completion over the 
whole period. Such phenomenon applied in private flatted factory market shown in 
Figure 5. In private office market shown in Figure 3, the slump was in 1986. In 
private commercial market shown in Figure 4, the figure was in 1996. These seem to 
imply that the real estate cycles simply a reflection of broader macroeconomy. What 
is the cyclic mechanism of real estate market in Hong Kong? Absorption in most 
markets in most periods did not result in low vacancy. Does over-supply situation 
occur in Hong Kong based on historical patterns? How does responsiveness of new 
supply to the variables compared with that of desired demand? How fluctuated is the 
cyclic behaviour of different sectors in Hong Kong real estate market? What will be 
the future trends in real estate market based on historical patterns? 
In view of high level vacancy in each sector over the period of 1980-97, absorption 
was comparatively low. This seems to imply that there are other variables besides 
income (GDP or employment) incorporated into the demand side. This study based on 
Wheaton (1987) to analyze the cyclic behaviour of both new supply and desired 
demand. Such motives are justified by discovering what reasons constituting to high 
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level of vacancy in most sectors over the period and the interrelationship of vacancy, 
completion, absorption and other probable variables. 
Define the following variables: 
S(t): stock of units/space at period t 
C(t): completion at period t 
E(t): GDP/other employment indicators at period t 
V(t): vacancy rate at period t 
P(t): price indices for units/space at period t (base year = 1989) 
R(t): rental indices for units/space at period t (base year = 1989) 
OS(t): occupied units/space at t 
A(t): net absorption of units/space at t 
S(t-1), S(t-2): lagged stock of units/space at period t-1 and period t-2 
respectively 
HC(t): cost of owning units/space at period t, is equal to P(t)* (after-
tax mortgage rate at t - price appreciation rate at t)) 
where after-tax mortgage rate = (1- income tax�)* 
nominal mortgage rate^ 
DS(t): desired demand in at t 
After defining variables, several equations in the followings are used to 
calculate the variables in the functions of desired demand and new supply. 
)Price appreciation expectation rate at t is assumed as the same rate as inflation 
6 Income tax = 15 percent in Hong Kong 
7 HSBC average best lending rate is proxy to nominal mortgage rate 
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A(t) = OS(t)-OS(t-l) (1) 
In equation (1), net absorption of units/space at t period means the difference 
between occupied units/space at t and occupied units/space at t-l. 
OS(t) = S®*(l-V®) (2) 
In equation (2), occupied units/space at period t means stock of units/space at t 
times the portion of non-vacancy at t. 
S© = S(t-l) + CXt) (3) 
In equation (3), stock of units/space at period t is obtained by adding stock of 
units/space at period t-1 to completion at period t. 
After calculation, the functions of desired demand and new supply at period t 
are formed as below: 
On the demand side 
DS© = f(EW, R(t), E(t)/E(t-1), HC(t)) (4) 
In equation (4), desired demand at period t is a function of GDP/other 
employment indicators, growth of GDP/other employment indicators, rental indices 
and cost of owning units/space at period t. 
Estimated desired demand at each period in equation (4) are derived from the 
equation (5): 
A(t) = [A(t)/[(S(t-l)+C(t)]]*(DS(t) -OS(t-l)) (5) 
Where [A(t)/[S(t-l)+C(t)]] is an adjustment parameter which represents that 
fraction of desired demand that is realised each year. So it is presumed that net 
absorption out of total stock at t (net absorption rate) times the remaining units or 
space out of occupied ones from desired demand is equal to actual net absorption at t. 
DiPasquale and Wheaton (1996) postulate that demand at t period depends on 
the cost of owning a house at t, HC(t). To Jorgenson (1971), cost of owning a house 
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means “cost of capital" which is the cost an owner must pay to obtain a unit of 
housing service by owning a unit of housing stock. So it is assumed the cost of 
owning a house also applies in other sectors besides private domestic sector. Instead, 
it is the “cost of owning space". So cost of owning units/space is incorporated into the 
equation (4). 
On the supply side 
CXt) ==f[RW, V(t), S(t), S(t-1), S(t-2), E(t)/E(t-1), HC(t)].......(6) 
In equation (6), completion at period t is a function of rental indices at t, 
vacancy rate at t, stock of units/space at t, stock of units/space at t-1 and at t-2, growth 
ofGDP/other employment indicators at t and cost of owning units/space at t. 
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CHAPTER V 
ESTIMATION RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Private domestic (overall) 
Desired demand function - totally sixty-eight data about domestic sector which 
is further segmented into locations as Hong Kong, Kowloon, New Kowloon and New 
Territories over the period of 1981-1997 are available (See Appendix 1 一 Map of 
Hong Kong). 1980 is not included, as there is lag period under consideration. 
TABLE 1 
THE PRELIMINARY RESULTS ABOUT CORRELATION 
OF DESIRED DEMAND AND OTHER VARIABLES 
Desired GDP GDP Renta! i n d i c e s “ H C 
demand growth 
Desired demand 1.000 0 .593**~-0 .078 0.501** 0.443* 
GDP 0.593** 1.000 ^ 0 ^ ^ 0 . 9 5 8 " 0.773** 
GDP growth -0.078 -0.198 1.000 -0.327** 0.231 
Rental indices 0.501** 0.958** -0.327** 1.000 0.694** 
HC 0.443* 0.773**~~-0.231 0.694** 1.000 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
The preliminary results in Table 1 show that GDP growth does not have 
significant effect in determining desired demand in private domestic sector. So before 
running regression, GDP growth is deleted from the variable pool. The same 
procedure also applies in other sectors. 
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New supply Function — using similar data, we have the following preliminary 
results 
TABLE 2 
THE PRELIMINARY RESULTS ABOUT CORRELATION 
OF NEW SUPPLY (COMPLETION) AND OTHER VARIABLES 
Completion vacancy stock Stock (t-1) Stock(t-2) 
Completion L000 0.832**~~0.381** 0.369** 0 . 4 3 2 * * “ 
R^maI ^ ^ 0 ^ KTyl 0.470** 0.508** 0.533**~~ 
Vacancy 0.832** 1.000 0.651** 0.555** 0 . 4 9 1 * * ~ 
stock 0.381** 0.651** 1.000 0.867** 0 . 7 4 7 * * ~ 
Stock (t-1) 0.369** 0 .555**~~0 .867" L ^ 0.858**~~ 
Stock(t-2) 0.432** 0.491**~~0.747** 0.858** L 0 ^ ~ ~ 
GDP growth n i 2 ^ ^ 6 ^ ^ ^ ^^；^ o M l 
cost ofhousing -0.262 0.102 0.461** 0.449** 0 . 5 7 1 * * ~ 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Preliminary results on the supply side shown in Table 2 indicate those four 
main variables, i.e. vacancy, stock, stock (t-1) and stock (t-2) correlate closely with 
new supply. Regression tests are mn with important parameters against desired 
demand and new supply respectively. The results are presented in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
ESTIMATED PRIVATE DOMESTIC SECTOR EQUATIONS 
Independent Variables Dependent Variables 
DS (t) C (t) 
Constant 1.219 0 ^ 
G ^ 2.146** -
Cost of owning units -0.224 -
Rental indices -].43** -
Vacancy~“ I 0.95** 
lock - -0.283* 
Stock(t-l) - 0 ^ 
Stock (t-2) - 0 ^ 
iObs. 68 64 
" ^ 0.474 0.753 
DW 1.968 0.856 
** The result is significant when a = 0.01 
* The result is significant when a = 0.05 
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Higher income (GDP) in demand function leads to higher demand while 
higher cost of owning units and higher rents result in lower demand in private 
domestic sector. 
Ownership of house involves high capital. Higher income naturally prompts 
desired demand. But, if the cost of owning units increases, that means, the mortgage 
payment is more than the retum from expected housing price appreciation rate, 
desired demand will decrease. Friedman and Weinberg (1982) claim that if rents 
increase, households would economise on housing, such will decrease desired 
demand. 
On the supply side, it tums out that vacancy is strongly positively related to 
completion. That means high vacancy will co-exist with high completion at the same 
period. The stock at t period affects completion more than the stocks at t-1 and t-2 
periods do. Generally speaking, high stock will result in low completion. 
o 
Private office 
Fifty-one and forty-eight data respectively are used in estimating demand and 
supply function. Private office is further segmented into three including Grade A, B 
and C.9 Slightly different picture is found in this sector. On the demand side, GDP 
8 Private office premises comprise premises situated in buildings designed for commercial/ 
business purposes. Excluded are non-domestic floors in composite buildings 
9 Grade A — modem with high quality finishes; flexible layout; large floor plates; spacious 
lobbies and circulation areas; effective central air-conditioning; good lift services zoned for passengers 
and goods deliveries; good management; parking facilities normally available 
Grade B - ordinary design with good quality finishes; less flexible layout; average-sized floor 
plates; adequate lobbies; central or free-standing air-conditioning; adequate lift services, average or 
above average management; parking facilities not essential 
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(0.507) and rental indices (0.438) are positively correlated to desired demand for 
office space. On the supply side, as same as results in private domestic sector, 
vacancy (0.523), stock (0.631), stock one year before (0.561) and stock two year 
before (0.558) are positively correlated and have significant results on completion of 
office space. 
TABLE 4 
ESTIMATED PRIVATE OFFICE SECTOR EQUATIONS 
Independent Variables Dependent Variables 
D S � C � • 
Constant 4.412 -2.404 
^ P 0.769** -
Rental indices -0.232 -
Vacancy - 0.492** 
^ o c k - 1.488** 
Stock (t-l) - T n * 
^ o c k (t-2) - -0.029 
WObs . 51 48 
R2 0.304 0.654 
W ~ 2.828 1.518 
** The result is significant when a = 0.01 
* The result is significant when a = 0.05 
Shown in Table 4, higher employment represented by GDP and lower office 
rents lead to higher desired demand for space. On the other hand, higher vacancy and 
stock at period t lead to higher completion at that period. Higher stock at end year 
does not decrease the completion. Rather, higher stock one year or two years before 
does decrease the completion. It shows that there are time lags for completion to 
reflect the response to the stock conditions. 
Grade C - plain with basic finishes; restricted layout; small floor plates; basic lobbies; 
generally without central air-conditioning; barely adequate or inadequate lift services; minimal to 
average management; no parking facilities 
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Private Commercial^^ 
Lack of data about price index and rental index simplifies the demand function 
into using employment and employment growth as parameters. In supply function, 
cost of owning space is omitted, as it needs to include space price index in 
calculation. 
On the demand side, non-manufacturing employment including finance, 
insurance, real estate and business services; wholesale, retail and import/export trades; 
restaurants and hotels; building and construction sites as well as civil service is 
counted as commercial employment. The correlation result shows that commercial 
employment is highly correlated with desired demand for commercial space (0.976). 
On the supply side, the correlation result shows that stock at end year (-0.58), 
stock one year before (-0.619) and stock two years before (-0.55) are negatively 
correlated with completion at end year. 
TABLE 5 
ESTIMATED PRIVATE COMMERCIAL SECTOR 
Independent Variables Dependent Variables 
D S � C � _ 
Constant 2.049 7.802 
Commercial employment 0.982** -
Stock - 2.294 
Stock (t-1) - -1.815 
^ o c k (t-2) - -1.001 
NObs . 17 16 
R2 0.964 0.388 
DW 0.795 2.1 
** The result is significant when a = 0.01 
…Private commercial premises include retail premises and other premises designed or adopted 
for commercial use. with exception of purpose-built offices. Carparking space is excluded 
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The regression result of private commercial sector shown in Table 5 indicates 
non-manufacturing employment (commercial employment) has significant results on 
desired demand for commercial space. As well, same as the results in private office 
sector, time lags are allowed for completion to reflect the response to stock 
conditions. 
Private Flatted Factory ^ ^ 
The correlation test indicates that on the demand side, rental index (.944), 
manufacturing employment (-.815), manufacturing employment growth (-.832) are 
significantly correlated with desired demand for space in private flatted factory sector. 
On the supply side, rental index (-0.536), stock at end year (-.605), stock one year 
before (-.673), stock two years before (-.641) and employment growth (.509) are 
correlated with completion at end year. Theii significant variables will be used to run 
regression tests against desired demand and completion (new supply). 
TABLE 6 
ESTIMATED PRIVATE FLATTED FACTORY SECTOR 
Independent Variables Dependent Variables 
DS (t) C ~ ) ~ 
Constant 6.912 -11.016 
Rental indices 0.994** -0.482 
Manufacturing employment -0.061 -
Manufacturing employment growth 0.133 -0.020 
Stock - 4.079* 
Stock (t-1) - -0.542 
Stock (t-2) - -3.662 
NObs . 17 16 
R2 0.86 0.816 
DW 0.406 1.335 
** The result is significant when a = 0.01 
* The result is significant when a = 0.05 
"Private flatted factories comprise premise designed for general manufacturing processes and 
uses directly related to such processes, and normally intended for sale or letting by the developers 
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The regression result shown in Table 6 indicates that rents are important 
factors in affecting desired demand for space in private flatted factory sector, with 
manufacturing employment and manufacturing employment growth playing roles. On 
the supply side, higher rents and manufacturing employment growth lead to fewer 
completions. These imply that the decrease in completions is common in this sector. 
Again, there are times lags for completion to reflect in response to stock conditions. 
Summary of real estate market in Hong Kong 
The pattem of net absorption quite follows that of completion in all sectors of 
Hong Kong real estate market. 
The important factors in affecting desired demand and new supply 
(completion) in each sector of Hong Kong real estate market are as follows: 
Private domestic 
• Higher income leads to higher demand 
• Higher cost of owning units and higher rents lead to lower demand 
• Higher stock leads to lower completion in general 
Private office 
• Higher income and lower office rents lead to higher desired demand 
• Higher vacancy and stock at end year result in higher completion at end year 
• Higher stock years before decreases completion - time lags are needed for 
completion to reflect the response to stock conditions 
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Private commercial 
• Higher non-manufacturing employment leads to higher desired demand 
• Time lags are needed for completion to reflect the response to stock conditions 
Private flatted factory 
• The decrease in completions is a trend in this sector 
Some notable points: 
Private domestic and private office 
• Rents, employment growth and cost of owning units/space would not influence 
the completion. It implies that developers may supply according to vacancy and 
stock changes 
Private commercial 
• Rents, employment growth, cost of owning space and vacancy would not 
influence the completion. So it may partly explain why the pattern of vacancy was 
out of track from that of completion and remained high over the whole period in 
private commercial sector shown in Figure 4 
Private flatted factory 
• Vacancy and cost of owning space would not influence the completion. That was 
why vacancy was out of track with completion in the 1990s in private flatted 
factory sector shown in Figure 5 
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After reviewing the summary of real estate market in Hong Kong, in the 
followings, some questions would be asked further. 
Are real estate cycles simply a reflection ofbroader macroeconomy? 
Regression results shown in each sector indicate that demand seems to 
respond directly to current macroeconomic changes, before it influences each sector 
conditions. Demand is strongly influenced by the level of employment, rather than 
employment growth. On the other hand, supply side (new supply) is affected by stock 
at end year generally. That is, higher stock at end year will co-exist with a higher new 
supply at that year. But this phenomenon is adjusted after one or two years, that 
means, higher stock would signal the market to stop new supply. 
What is the cyclic mechanism of real estate market in Hong Kong? 
Vacancy, absorption and completion are used to draw the pictures about cyclic 
behaviour of each sector. It is assumed that the length of vacancy cycle in each sector 
changes slowly over time, the data over the period of 1980-1997 on absorption and 
completion sensitivities is used to estimate the completion and absorption cyclical 
fluctuations in response to vacancy change numerically. More specifically, one can 
compute percentage changes in completion and absorption for a percentage change in 
vacancy over the previous year to estimate the patterns of completion and absorption 
cycles. Then we need to average yearly figure changes over the whole period to have 
a useful estimate. 
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TABLE 7 
COMPLETION SENSITIVITY IN RESPONSE TO 
VACANCY CHANGE IN HONG KONG REAL ESTATE MARKET 
o/o change in completion / % change in vacancy over previous year 
Private Domestic Private Office Private Commercial Private Flatted Factory 
1981 0 ^ 0 6 ^ 0 ^ 
1982 3 ¾ ^ ^ fOJ i5 
1983 M 9 ^ n 3 9 3 7 7 
1984 ^037ii I J 5 0 ¾ 0 ^ 
1985 (22.21) ^ 2 ^ 0 9 ^ 
1986 L2l r ^ Tfl 0 ^ 
1987 ^OMj (45.96) ^ Z ^ ^ 
1988 f o M 3 U M { 4 ^ ^ 
1989 O 2 ^ ^4；^ O l ^ 
1990 L42 0 ^ ^ 6 ^ ^5；^ 
1991 ^ 1 ^ L79 ^ 0 3 ^ 
1992 f 6 ^ L40 4 4 4 ^ 
1993 0 ^ ^ E J I T U 
1994 0 ^ 0 8 { 0 ^ ^ 3 ^ 
1995 3 ^ (56.47) ^ 0 ^ ^ 0 ^ 
1996 l M O T O f D ^ ^ 0 ¾ 
1997 0 4 ^ 7^09 8 ^ L ^ 
Mean 0 5 5 ^ ^531^ ^ 0 ^ 
S.D* 5.8053 17.493 22.859 2 ^ 
*S.D. - Standard Deviation 
Completion sensitivity test in response to vacancy change shown in Table 7 
tells a complete story about how completion follows after vacancy change in various 
sectors, ln private domestic sector, completion in 1985 dropped by 22.21 times over 
1984 while completion in 1995 increased by 3.05 times over 1994. The average figure 
over the whole period is 1.55 times decrease. 
In private office sector, completion in 1987 and 1995 decreased by 45.96 
times and 56.47 times respectively. Meanwhile, there was no completion change in 
1988 and increased completion by 7.09 times in 1997. It implies that completion in 
office sector follows the macroeconomic changes. In recession during the year 1987, 
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an obvious drop in completion followed by no completion change in 1988 can be 
seen. The average figure over the whole period is 5.33 times decrease. 
In private commercial sector, completion in 1983 and 1997 increased by 31.39 
times and 88.93 times respectively. On the other hand, completion decreased by 6.25 
times in 1990. The average figure over the whole period is 6.29 times increase. It 
implies that the commercial sector has experienced a boom in completion. 
In private flatted factory sector, completion increased by 7.74 times in 1993 
and completion decrease by 5.05 times in 1990. The average completion figure over 
the whole period is 0.24 times increase. 
Comparing standard deviations among different sectors, we figure out that in 
private commercial sector, there recorded at 22.859 over the whole period compared 
with the figures 17.493 in private office sector, 5.8053 in private domestic sector and 
2.769 in private flatted factory sector. This indicates that private commercial sector 
fluctuates more in completion in response to vacancy change than other sectors do. 
Completions in private domestic and private flatted factory display less fluctuation. 
The relationship between vacancy and completion 
Concerning the interrelationship of vacancy and completion, the results are 
significant in private domestic sector (0.832) and in private office sector (0.523). In 
contrast, the results in private commercial sector and private flatted factory sector are 
insignificant. In both private domestic sector and in private office sector, vacancy is 
positively correlated with completion. This can be explained by the fact that high 
vacancy coexists with high completion at the same year. 
Referring to Table 7, completion sensitivity test is carried out to explain in 
detail how completion respond to vacancy change in various sectors. In private 
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domestic and private office sector, completion decreases on average with vacancy; in 
contrast, in private commercial and private flatted factory sector, completion increases 
with vacancy. 
In the followings, take-up (absorption) sensitivity test is also done so that the 
sensitivity of demand with absorption as a proxy and that of supply with completion 
as a proxy can be compared. 
TABLE 8 
ABSORPTION SENSITIVITY IN RESPONSE TO 
VACANCY CHANGE IN HONG KONG REAL ESTATE MARKET 
% change in take-up (absorption) / % change in vacancy over previous year 
Year Private Domestic Private Office Private Commercial Private Flatted Factory 
1981 f O ^ f J I 0 J 7 { o J T ) ^ 
1982 0 ^ 0 3 1 0 3 9 f 0 4 0 ~ ~ 
1983 (1.82) 1.03 (26.95) " " ( 2 . 5 5 ) 
1984 1.89 (0.72) (3.35) f o H ^ ^ 
1985 (16.60) 1.04 (3.22) { 6 M j ~ " 
1986 ^ ^ L75 0 ^ ~ ~ 
1987 0 ^ ^OlY) 5 ¾ f O ^ ~ ~ ~ 
1988 0.35 (0.65) (14.21) ^ T ) ~ ~ 
1989 (0.60) (0.64) (7.4) 0.78 
1990 (2.14) 1.79 (15.79) (6.68) 
1991 (0.91) 1.21 1.09 (1.64) 
1992 (0.89) 5 ^ ^ 7 J 5 
1993 (3.83) (0.49) (0.99) 8.00 
1994 (0.57) (1.06) 2.3 ( 2 7 . 7 1 ) " ^ 
1995 (0.57) 111.47 (0.34) 10.01 
1996 2.88 (2.48) (2.33) 0.05 
1997 (4.63) 10.29 167.58 10.73 
Mean (1.688) 7.565 6.062 (0.7447了 
S.D* 4.248 26.94 42.417 8.661 — 
*S.D. - Standard deviation 
Absorption sensitivity test shown in Table 8 on the other hand tell an actual 
demand side story given a certain change in vacancy. This test can be compared with 
the completion sensitivity test to find out the sensitivity of demand and supply. In 
private domestic sector, absorption decreased by 16.6 times in 1985 while the figure 
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increased by 2.88 times in 1996 over their respective previous years. The average 
absorption is 1.688 times decrease over the period. Standard deviation 4.248 shows 
that absorption change is less fluctuated than completion change in response to 
vacancy change. 
In private office sector, absorption increased by 111.47 times in 1995. The 
average absorption is 7.565 times increase over the period and absorption change is 
much more fluctuated than completion change in response to vacancy change in this 
sector. 
In private commercial sector, 1997 marked great increase in absorption by 
167.58 times in response to vacancy. On the other hand, 1983 marked great decrease 
in absorption by 26.95 times over the whole period. The average absorption is 6.062 
times increase and again absorption change is more fluctuated than completion 
change in response to vacancy change in this sector. 
In private flatted factory sector, absorption increased large by 10.73 times in 
1997 and decreased most by 27.71 times in 1994. The average absorption is 0.7447 
times (74.5 percent) decrease. It implies that demand for space in private flatted 
factory will be decreasing as Hong Kong business trends to be commercial oriented. 
Also absorption change is more fluctuated than completion in response to vacancy 
change. 
It is concluded that on the supply side, percent change in completion (new 
supply) will decrease given percent change in vacancy based on historical data over 
the period of 1981-1997 in private domestic and private office sector. But in private 
domestic sector, absorption also decreases given vacancy increases, though 
completion change is more fluctuated than absorption change. It shows that actual 
demand with absorption as a proxy cannot fill in vacancy immediately. In private 
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office sector, absorption will increase given percent change in vacancy and the change 
in absorption is much fluctuated, that means private office sector is more demand 
(absorption) elastic. 
In contrast, commercial sector experienced booms in completion and 
absorption over the whole period and is much absorption elastic. In private flatted 
factory sector, completion on average slightly increases given vacancy changes. But 
absorption in this sector decreases more than completion increase. It signifies that the 
role of non-commercial sector is decreasing. 
The relationship between vacancy and absorption 
Concerning the interrelationship of vacancy and absorption, the results are 
significant in private domestic sector (0.836), in private office sector (0.834), in 
private commercial sector (0.789) and in private flatted factory sector (0.452). These 
results mean that in general absorption will increase with vacancy in various sectors 
of Hong Kong real estate market. 
Referring to Table 8, absorption sensitivity test in detail is carried out to test 
how absorption changes in response to vacancy change. Table 8 shows that on 
average absorption will decrease with vacancy in private domestic and private flatted 
factory sectors while absorption will increase with vacancy in private office and 
private commercial sectors. 
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Absorption in most markets in most periods did not result in low vacancy. 
Does over-supply situation occur in Hong Kong based on historical patterns? 
Completion, especially in private commercial and private flatted factory sector 
shown in Table 7, partly explain the fact why absorption in most periods did not result 
in low vacancy. But even in the case of private domestic and private office sectors, 
decreasing completions did not eliminate vacancy. This leads to the belief that there 
must exist a certain level of vacancy at whatever period. Transaction costs associated 
with market search, brokerage and agent fees can account for vacancy. Maintaining a 
certain level of housing vacancy can be seen as a maximising behaviour, with housing 
vacancy as buffer stocks to decrease transaction costs. (A. A. Alchian and W. R. 
Allen, 1993) 
How does responsiveness of new supply to the 
variables compared with that of desired demand? 
Shown in Table 3 to Table 6, on the demand side, desired demand generally 
increases with GNP or other employment indicators. On the supply side, completion 
(new supply) decreases with stock at end year in private domestic sector but increases 
with stock at end year in other sectors (private office, private commercial and private 
flatted factory sectors). There are time lags for completion to reflect the response to 
stock condition in these latter three sectors. That means, completion would decrease 
with stock year(s) before. 
In response to GDP or other employment indicator changes, desired demand is 
much more responsive in private domestic sector than in other sectors. In contrast, in 
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response to stock at end year, completions are much more responsive in private office, 
private commercial and private flatted factory sectors than in private domestic sector. 
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CHAPTER VI 
FORECASTING - WHAT WILL BE THE FUTURE TRENDS 
IN REAL ESTATE MARKETS BASED ON HISTORICAL PATTERNS? 
The principle of acceleration applies in forecasting the future five years in 
Hong Kong real estate market. Before showing the future trends, regression tests are 
mn with Yt against Yt_i and Yt-2, where absorption, completion and vacancy in four 
market sectors respectively substitute in Y(, Y[i and Yt-?. Table 9 below shows the 
constant, coefficient of lagged stocks (7^/ and 7/.?) and R^. 
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In Table 9, R indicates that the results are significant mostly in vacancy 
equations. That means in four sectors of Hong Kong real estate market, vacancy one 
year and vacancy two years before would influence vacancy at end year. The figures 
R^ are 0.495, 0.549, 0.814 and 0.602 respectively in private domestic, private office, 
private commercial and private flatted factory sectors. 
In private flatted factory sector, the result in absorption equation is also 
significant (0.616). That means absorption one year and two year before would 
influence vacancy at end year in this sector. 
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TABLE 9 
CONSTANT, COEFFICIENT OF LAGGED STOCKS 
AND R2 IN THE EQUATIONS RELATED TO 
ABSORPTION, COMPLETION AND VACANCY 
Constant a b R^ a^2-4b 
Private Domestic 
Abprptron: Yt = 9614.306+ 0.358Yt-l+ 0".207Yt-2 “ 9614.306 -0.358^ -0.207 0 ^ ^ 4 cT956 
T^^^'l―‘ — — = — — —.'..'..—.' 0 - i W — T T 3 3 i r ' " ^ - ^ 5 一 ― ― 
, . 芒 — 斤 — 5 「 诉 ： . 丽 沉 , 丽 ; „ 丽 巧 了 ; . 豆 : 丽 环 乏 … — . . . . . 1 涵 口 萝 — " " : o 3 T 8 " "-0"05l a W —0472 
l:vaTG; - — . — - : - — — —••.. . — — ( I ^ " 7 ^ ^ r — ( 0 ： 2 0 3 ) 
Y5 'aLHc—fVt:^"§i7rf^+ 0.6Yt-1 + 0.157Yt-2 7 0 9 4 " ^ 9 ' -0T6 " - 0 l 5 7 0 4 9 5 0^988 
!:•aTue•—— — - ” “ (L099r (2-4^)—..页网 
Private Office 
. @ o $ t ^ n [ Y i [ ^ . . i ^ | ^ . # 4 . : . g T ^ I @ . i y i ^ 4 Y ^ | = m394^.......-0295............0'^^4 O^TM..........-0^889 
T-vdue " " ― ― • — - ^ ^ 『 一 两 可 飞 ： ^ ^ ^ 工 - _ — _ 
. . 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ : . . . 巧 ： . 乏 翌 乡 ^ . 万 : 丽 丽 ; 》 . : 丽 雨 : 班 堅 : [ ? i ^ : ? i M 0^^.. . . . . . . 'o.Tio 
t - ^ 7 ‘“ ‘‘ ” “ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — • ^ ： 函 厂 ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ~ ^ ― 
. . • ^ ^ 豆 : ， ： . . 1 . 空 々 石 ] ; . . ¥ 巧 : . . [ . : 『 仔 呂 巧 乏 : l 6 ! ^ 4 l 3 -0^859 : ； ( ^ : 仔 [ = 万 : 碑 ： 0 ^ 4 6 
t-vabe""'—". — " —"." ^ ^ 『 . . - : , 弼 「 【 万 万 3 ^ ^ 
Private Commercial 
. . X b ^ ^ i . o n . r Y t . : 9 5 & : . 1 . 5 T I : ^ ^ . Y t : r . T I 3 ^ ? t : . 5 5446i;i57... . .^444... . . . . . . .-(^M 0 3 4 2 1^013 
M ^ u e — ‘ — . — — — — 1 頂 【 1 : 丽 ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ 巧 - . — 
CompietionrYt = l 6 6 ^ ^ 166621：9 -0^243 -0：046 0：069 024 
FvaIue (2^0G^...'...(0^5)....一(aTIS) 
Vacancy: Yt = 115390.4+ 1.218Yt-1 - 0.457Yt-2 1 ] 5390T4 -1.218 0.457 0.814 -0.34 
t-value (1 460) (6.267) (-2.353) 
Private Flatted Factory 
Absorption: Yt = -3836.55+ 0.547Yt-l +0;291Yt-2 -3836^5 -0J47 -029] 0ll6 1.46 
t-value (-0.035) (2.163) (1.150) 
Completion: Yt � 173608.5+ 0.811 Yt-1 - 0.T47Yt-2 f73608.5 -0.811 0A47 0.51 Mf6 
t-value (ll06)......^：953).....^0-537) 
Vacancy: Yt = 313276.5+ 0.896Yt-l -0.183Yt-2 313276.5 -0.896 0.183 0.602 0.071 
t-value (1.274) (3.582) (-0.732) 
After solving the equations, the followings show the completion, absorption 
and vacancy patterns of various sectors in Hong Kong real estate market over the 
period of 1980-2002, including the forecast starting from 1998. 
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FIGURE 6 
COMPLETION, ABSORPTION AND VACANCY TRENDS IN 
PRIVATE DOMESTIC SECTOR EM 1980-2002 
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Note: forecast begins from 1998 to 2002 
In private domestic sector shown in figure 6, completion and absorption will 
be forecast to increase while vacancy will decrease in the following five years. 1998-
2002. Still, vacancy is supposed to be higher than completion and absorption. 
FIGURE 7 
C'()MPLI-:HON. ABSORPTION AND VACANCY l RHNDS 
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In private office sector shown in Figure 7, completion will be forecast to 
decrease first after 1997 and then grow steadily. Absorption will first increase after 
1997, then decrease and then increase a little bit again. Vacancy will be forecast to 
fall over the period ofl998-2002. 
FIGURE 8 
COMPLETION, ABSORPTION AND VACANCY 
TRENDS IN PRIVATE COMMERCIAL SECTOR IN 1980-2002 
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In private commercial sector shown in figure 8, completion and absorption 
will be forecast to grow steadily over the period of 1998-2002. Completion will be 
forecast to decrease to 129.7 million square metres in 1998 and then rise to remain at 
145 million square metres from 1999 to 2002. Absorption will be forecast to remain at 
a level of 234 million square metres in the future five years. Meanwhile, vacancy will 
drop and reach to about 476 million square metres in 2002. 
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FIGURE 9 
COMPLETION, ABSORPTION AND VACANCY 
TRENDS IN PRIVATE FLATTED FACTORY SECTOR IN 1980-2002 
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In private flatted factory sector shown in figure 9, vacancy will forecast to 
decrease over the period of 1998-2002 and will reach 1,147 million square metres in 
2002. Absorption will be forecast to decrease and remain negative in the future five 
years. The figure will reach -12 million square metres. But completion will rise, 
reaching 300 million square metres in 1998 and 500 million square metres in 2002. 
Implication of Forecasting 
Shown in Table 9, only (a^2 < 4b) can determine whether the roots in 
respective equations are complex, implying that cycles could be found. Table 10 tells 
more about the details of which sectors or which variables equations have cycles in 
case a^2 < 4b. 
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TABLE 10 
THE EQUATIONS DRAWN 
SHOWING CYCLES WHEN A^2 IS LESS THAN 4B 
|constant A “ b^' a^2-4b alpha'" beta^" lPeriod'"lamplitude'' 
Private Office 
Absorption: 286394.8 -0.295 0.244 -0.88898 0.1475 0.4714 4.957 355,599.34 
Yt = 286394.8+0.295Yt-l -
0.244Yt-2 
Vacancy: 163941.3 -0.859 0.196 -0.04612 0.4295 0.1074 25.65 567,253.65 
Y t = 163941.3+0.859Yt-l -
0.196Yt-2 
Private Commercial 
Vacancy: 115390.4 -1.218 0.457 -0.34448 0.609 0.2935 13.99 299,627.87 
Y t = 115390.4+ 1.218Yt-l-
Q.457Yt-2 L _ _ _ L _ ^ 
So only absorption and vacancy in private office sector, and vacancy in private 
commercial sector have cycles. The cyclical periods are 4.96, 25.65 and 13.99 
respectively. The amplitudes are 355,599.34, 567,253.65 and 299,627.87 respectively. 
This implies that the vacancy cycles in private office sector and private commercial 
sector has longer periods than absorption cycle in private office sector. The amplitude 
is the largest in vacancy equation of private office sector. Except for these three 
findings, others have no cyclical behaviour. 
' " c o e f f i c i e n t o f Y t - 1 w h e r e a b s o r p t i o n , c o m p l e t i o n or v a c a n c y can subs t i t u t e into Yt-1 
卜 c o e f f i c i e n t o f Y t - 2 w h e r e a b s o r p t i o n , c o m p l e t i o n or v a c a n c y can subs t i t u t e into Yt -2 
'^ a lpha = -a /2 
' - b e t a = l / 2 V4b-a" 
16 the t ime lapse fo r o n e c o m p l e t e cyc l e 
‘ t h e r ange o f m a x i m u m to m i n i m u m va lue of the cyc le 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
Main results 
Desired demand generally increases with GNP or other employment 
indicators. On the supply side, completion (new supply) decreases with stock at end 
year in private domestic sector but increases with stock at end year in other sectors 
(private office, private commercial and private flatted factory sectors). There are time 
lags for completion to reflect the response to stock condition in these latter three 
sectors. That means, completion would decrease with stock year(s) before. 
Hong Kong real estate is cyclic in nature? 
Hong Kong real estate is cyclic in certain sectors or in certain variables. Only 
absorption and vacancy in private office sector, and vacancy in private commercial 
sector have cycles. The cyclical periods are 4.96, 25.65 and 13.99 respectively. The 
amplitudes are 355,599.34, 567,253.65 and 299,627.87 respectively. 
3 9 
Implication of completion sensitivity test 
Completion sensitivity test indicates that in private domestic sector and in 
private office sector, on average, completion decreases by 1.55 times and 5.33 times 
respectively in response to vacancy change. In contrast, completion increases by 6.29 
times and 0.24 times in private commercial and private flatted factory sectors 
respectively in response to vacancy change. The standard deviation figures are 
5.8053, 17.493, 22.859 and 2.769 respectively in private domestic, private office, 
private commercial and private flatted factory sectors. This indicates that private 
commercial sector fluctuates much in completion in response to vacancy change than 
other sectors. Completions in private domestic and private flatted factory sectors 
display less fluctuation. 
Implication of absorption sensitivity test 
Absorption sensitivity test shows that in private domestic sector and in private 
flatted factory sector, on average, absorption decreases by 1.688 times and 0.7447 
times respectively in response to vacancy change. In contrast, absorption increases by 
7.565 times and 6.062 times respectively in private office and private commercial 
sectors in response to vacancy change. The standard deviation figures are 4.248, 
26.94, 42.417 and 8.661 respectively in private domestic, private office, private 
commercial and private flatted factory sectors. This indicates that private commercial 
sector fluctuates much in absorption in response to vacancy change than the other 
sectors. Same as the results of completion sensitivity test, absorption in private 
domestic and private flatted factory sectors display less fluctuation. 
4 0 
Combination of completion and absorption sensitivity tests 
Comparing the results from completion and absorption sensitivity tests, we 
find that the private domestic sector is more supply (using completion as a proxy) 
elastic and other sectors, i.e. private office, private commercial and private flatted 
factory sectors are more demand elastic (using absorption as a proxy). 
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